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Montreal RoomsMontreal Rooms



Perhaps because 
Montreal is a winter city, 

it excels at creating 
great outdoor urban 

rooms in summer.



For most of its history, the waterfront was occupied by the 
working port.  Now the islands, canals and quays are being 
transformed, grassed over and connected – and to be frank, 

they’re not the most interesting parts of the city.  



Take Take ParcParc ÉÉmiliemilie--GamelinGamelin (aka (aka BerriBerri
Square).  ItSquare).  It’’s what Vancouver is missing: s what Vancouver is missing: 
a complete block, wired and lit, with hard a complete block, wired and lit, with hard 
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The best spaces are integrated into the 
urban fabric, seamlessly connected to 

the street grid and the Metro.  



Vancouver’s urban 
stage, by contrast, is a 
few square metres in 
front of the Art Gallery 
on Robson. 

The performers here are 
Team Cheondoong, a group 
of Korean-Canadian kids who 
started a percussion group 
about a year ago at St. 
Andrew’s Korean Catholic 
Church.



Viewpoint: from the office 
of PT reader John Bonker.

“Perth, Western Australia, on a crisp clear winter 
morning, with - regrettably - no rain in sight.”



Montreal also doesn’t hesitate to close its streets to cars –
somewhere in the city almost every weekend                      

all through the summer.



It says something about Vancouver that when it comes time to 
celebrate a civic event, people head for the intersection of Robson and 
Thurlow and simply close the street spontaneously.  (It also says that 

there really isn’t an alternative.)

Robson and Thurlow



Vancouver does               
close streets for 
some events - most 
recently on 
Commercial Drive 
and in Yaletown and 
Gastown for the bike 
races. Bike racing in Yaletown



Bike racing in Gastown

On the Drive



Vancouverites 
first choice is to 

head for the edge 
– to the seawall, 
the beaches and 

the ring of 
waterfront parks.  

Vancouver looks 
out, Montreal 

looks in.

North from George Wainborn Park



Viewpoint: from the home 
of PT reader Paul Pinsker.

“View across George Wainborn Park from Park West”



Yoga on the Green at Coal Harbour

Kits Beach

The sheer extent of the public open space 
and waterfront in Vancouver dilutes the 

collective urban energy as we pursue our 
personal fitness.  



Yoga with Khenko at 
False Creek.

[Some may remember 
Khenko from an early 
Price Tags when the 
sculpture was only a 

proposal.

For more click here.]

http://www.sightline.org/publications/enewsletters/price_tags/pricetags28.pdf


Of course, there’s the mid-summer madness of 
the Fireworks, when English Bay itself becomes a 
stage, and a quarter-million people turn the entire 

waterfront into a spectacular urban room.   



Or during the Jazz Festival, when the City 
uncaps the nozzles on  the high-pressure 
saltwater pumping station at False Creek, 

and everyone gets to play in the water.  

David Lam Park



Viewpoint: from the home of 
PT reader Rob Howatson.

“Here's the view from where I live in Vancouver's Fraser Lands district. 
Depending on the time of day, the neighbourhood can be quite pastoral or it 

can sound like a war zone. (There is an asphalt recycling plant hidden 
behind the trees on the far shore and that grey, flat-roofed building on the 

near bank is a barge repair facility.)

We expect to lose our partial water view in the next few years as the 
Vancouver specials across the lane are demolished and replaced by double 

the number of taller homes.  Until then, we cherish the moments when 
sawdust mountains drift silently downstream and infuse the air with the 

fragrance of fresh cut wood.



In Montreal, when the days are hot and humid, people 
search out the quiet green oases.  Here’s one at the 

Canadian Centre for Architecture.  The exhibit inside is 
the “Sense of the City.” The best illustrative examples are 

all outside.





Eventually everyone ends up on a patio. 

I remember the shock when I first saw 
people eating outdoors in Montreal.   It was 
the Expo year – 1967 – and I thought it 
was almost … licentious.  We didn’t allow 
that sort of thing in Vancouver!



The restaurant streets of Montreal 
– Saint-Denis, Crescent,  Prince 

Arthur, Duluth – make you wonder 
why ‘al fresco’ is an Italian term.

Montreal’s Gay Village on 
Sainte-Catherine, said to be 

one of the largest in the 
world, uses rooftops and 

decks to create social 
animation in three 

dimensions.



Viewpoint: from the home of 
PT reader Sebastian Lippa.

“I'm sending you a picture from my apartment window. It 
was taken a few months ago, during that period of the 

year when the birds really get frisky. Never really 
noticed this phenomenon so fully before living here - eight 

floors above Pendrell Street, looking out over Mole Hill 
and Nelson Park.”



Another brilliant 
way Montreal 
uses outdoor 
space: every 
year the McCord 
Museum mounts 
a show along 
McGill College 
Avenue, using 
the sidewalk as 
an outdoor 
gallery.



In some ways, our 
cities are 
becoming more 
alike as we 
pursue the same 
successful urban 
formulas.  
Montreal is 
opening up its 
waterfront while 
Robson turns into 
something like 
Sainte-Catherine.  
Robson is changing 
most dramatically at 
the moment from 
Granville east to 
Library Square.  

Perhaps that is 
where we should be 
planning for our own 
Parc Émilie-Gamelin.



Finally, a shot from my home – or at least from the roof deck 
of our building in the West End.  Taken at dusk on Saturday, 

August 12, looking out to English Bay over Stanley Park.        
Yeah, I’m a fortunate guy.
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